We study the Hubbard model on the honeycomb lattice with nearest-neighbor hopping (t > 0) and next-nearest-neighbor one (t ′ < 0). When t ′ < −t/6, the single-particle spectrum is featured by the continuously distributed Van-Hove saddle points at the band bottom, where the density of states diverges in power-law. We investigate possible unconventional superconductivity in such system with Fermi level close to the band bottom by employing both random phase approximation and determinant quantum Monte-Carlo approaches. Our study reveals a possible triplet p + ip superconductivity in this system with appropriate interactions. Our results might provide a possible route to look for triplet superconductivity with relatively-high transition temperature in a low-filled graphene and other similar systems.
Introduction: Graphene, a single layer of carbon atoms forming a honeycomb lattice, has been among the most exciting research fields since sythesized [1] . Enormous attentions on this remarkable material have been focused on exploring physics related to its Dirac-cone band structure [2] . For graphene close to half-filling, the density of states (DOS) at the Fermi level is almost vanishing; as a consequence, relatively weak/intermediate short-range repulsive interactions in general do not induce phase transitions at low temperature [2] . Nonetheless, exotic phases might be induced by repulsive interactions when the Fermi level is finitely away from the Dirac point. For instance, it was shown by renormalization group (RG) calculations that unconventional/topological superconductivity (SC) is induced by weak repulsive interactions in honeycomb Hubbard models finitely away from half-filling [3] . More recently, exotic phases such as d + id [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] topological superconductivity [10, 11] and Chern band insulators with spin density waves [12, 13] near the type-I Van-Hove singularity (VHS) at 1/4 electron or hole doping, where the DOS at Fermi level diverges logarithmically. Such logarithmically diverging DOS close the VHS may significantly raise superconducting transition temperature. More recently, it was shown by RG analysis that topological triplet p + ip superconductivity can generically occur in systems at type-II VHS where the saddle points are not at time-reversal-invariant momenta [14, 15] .
In 2D, for a Fermi surface with discrete Van-Hove saddle points, the DOS at Fermi level diverges only logarithmically. It would be interesting to study phases in systems with a power-law diverging DOS. Indeed, it was shown that for t ′ < −t/6 an inverse-square-root diverging DOS occurs close to band bottom of the lower band, where the band bottom is a closed line instead of discrete points as shown in Fig. 1 (b) . In low-filled graphene, t ′ is estimated to be about −0.2t [16] . Note that the band bottom occurring at a closed line only when no third-neighbor or longer-range hopping is considered. This kind of line band bottom may be considered as a set of continuously distributed VH saddle points. Recent determinant quantum Monte-Carlo (DQMC) study has revealed ferromagnetic-like spin-correlations in such system [17] , which implies possibility of a dominant triplet pairing state in this system with repulsive interactions.
In this paper, we report both random phase approximation (RPA) analysis and DQMC studies of pairing symmetries of possible SC induced by weak or intermediate repulsive interactions in graphene at low fillings whose DOS at Fermi level is significantly enhanced by the power-law singularity at the band bottom. Both numerical approaches obtain the p + ip triplet pairing as the leading instability of the system in different parameter regimes. For t ′ = −0.2t, U/t = 3.0, and filling n = 0.2, the transition temperature T c,triplet into the triplet pairing state is estimated to be in the order of 10 −2 t. For graphene t ∼ 2.0eV, this implies that the T c,triplet in graphene might be as high as 200K when the Fermi level is tuned appropriately close to the band bottom. These results might provide a possible route to look for triplet superconductivity with relatively-high transition temperature in graphene at low filling.
Model: We start from the following Hubbard model on the honeycomb lattice
where c † iσ is the electron creation operator at site i and with spin polarization σ =↑, ↓ and U labels the on-site repulsive interaction. Here the t and t ′ terms describe the nearest neighbor (NN) and next nearest neighbor (NNN) hoppings, respectively. We focus on the case of t > 0 and t ′ < 0 with t ′ < −t/6, relevant to graphene. Hereafter, we adopt t ′ = −0.2t in our calculations unless stated otherwise. The resulting band structure is shown in Fig.  1(a) , together with the Fermi levels for filling n = 0.2 per site. We notice one remarkable feature of this band structure: the band bottom of this system does not locate at the Γ-point; instead it consists two closed lines around Γ. As a consequence, the DOS is divergent in an inversesquare-root fashion near the band bottom, as shown in Fig. 1(b) . The Fermi surface (FS) of the system at n = 0.2 is shown in Fig. 1(c) , which contains an inner holepocket and an outer electron-pocket. In the following, we adopt perturbative RPA analysis for weak U interactions and the DQMC calculations for relatively strong U to investigate the pairing symmetries of the possible SC at low filling.
RPA treatment: We adopted the standard multiorbital RPA approach [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] in our study for the small U (= 0.1t) case. Various susceptibilities of non-interacting electrons of this system are defined as
where l i (i = 1, 2) denotes orbital (sublattice) index. Largest eigenvalues of the susceptibility matrix χ Fig. 2 for filling n = 0.1, which shows dominant distributions on a small circle around the Γ-point. This suggests strong ferromagnetic-like intra-sublattice spin fluctuations in the system. Generally, it is found that at low fillings, the radius of the circle scales with filling. At low fillings, the eigenvector of the susceptibility matrix reveals that the inter-sublattice spin fluctuations in the system are also ferromagnetic-like, although somewhat weaker than the intra-sublattice ones. Such ferromagnetic-like spin fluctuations are consistent with the ferromagnetic spin correlations revealed by the DQMC calculations [17] .
With finite but weak Hubbard interactions U , the spin (χ s ) or charge (χ c ) susceptibilities in the RPA level are given by
) is a 4×4 matrix, whose only two nonzero elements areŪ s . Thus, the spin fluctuations take the main role of mediating the cooper pairing in the interacting system [18] . In the RPA level, the cooper pairs near the FS acquire an effective interaction V eff [18, 19, 23] via exchanging the spin fluctuations represented by the renormalized spin susceptibilities. From this effective interaction, one obtains the linearized gap equation near the superconducting critical temperature T c , solving which one obtains the leading pairing symmetry (symmetries) of the system.
Our results for n=0.1 and n=0.2 reveal that the leading pairing symmetries of the system at these low fillings are degenerate p x and p y doublets, as shown in Fig. 3(a) and (b), which should be further mixed as p x ±ip y to minimize the ground state energy, as suggested by our further mean-field calculations on the effective Hamiltonian. Such a triplet pairing is mediated by the ferromagneticlike spin fluctuations in the system, as shown in Fig. 2 . The subleading pairing symmetries of the system at these low fillings are also obtained, which are triplet f -wave shown in Fig. 4(a) for n = 0.1 and singlet d xy and d x 2 −y 2 doublets (which should further be mixed as d xy ± id x 2 −y 2 to lower the energy), as shown in Fig. 5(a) and (b) for n = 0.2.
Note that we have chosen such a small U as U = 0.1t in our RPA calculations. For larger U beyond its critical value U c , the divergence of the spin susceptibility invalidate our RPA calculations for superconductivity. Physically, such a divergent spin susceptibility for U > U c may not necessarily lead to a magnetically-ordered state since the distribution of the susceptibility shown in Fig.  2 does not possess a sharply peaked structure at particular momentum. Instead, the competition among different wave vectors may lead to paramagnetic behavior or short-ranged spin correlations which provide basis for the cooper pairing. We leave the study for the case of U > U c to the following DQMC approach, which is suitable for strong coupling problems. DQMC simulations: The DQMC simulation is a powerful unbiased numerical tool to study the physical properties of such strongly-correlated electronic systems as the Hubbard model. The basic strategy of DQMC is to express the partition function as a high-dimensional integral over a set of random auxiliary fields. The integral is then accomplished by Monte Carlo techniques. In most of our simulations, 10000 sweeps were used to equilibrate the system. An additional 40000 sweeps were then made, each of which generated a measurement. These measurements were split into twenty bins which provide the basis of coarse-grain averages and errors were estimated based on standard deviations from the average. For more technique details, we refer to Refs. [17, 24, 25] .
To investigate the SC property within the DQMC approach, we compute the pairing susceptibility,
Here α stands for the pairing symmetry, and the corresponding pairing order parameter ∆ †
where f α (δ l ) is the form factor of the pairing function, the vectors δ l denote the bond connections, and "±" labels triplet/singlet symmetries respectively. Guided by the RPA results, three different pairing symmetries were investigated in the following DQMC studies, i.e. p + ip, f , and d + id symmetries, whose form factors are illustrated in Fig. 3(c), Fig. 4(b) , and Fig. 5(b) respectively. These different pairing symmetries can be distinguished by their different phase shifts upon each 60
• rotation, which are π/3, 2π/3 and π respectively. The NNN-bond p + ip and f wave triplet pairings shown possess the following form factors, 
Note that the NN-bond pairing is prohibited in the fwave symmetry. As for the p + ip and d + id symmetries, although both the NN-bond and the NNN-bond pairings are allowed, our DQMC calculations show stronger NNNbond pairings for the p + ip symmetry while stronger NN-bond pairings for the d + id one, reflecting the fact that the spin-fluctuations on the NNN-bond are more ferromagnetic-like than those on the NN-bond, consistent with our RPA calculations. We have also studied longerrange pairings by adding third and forth bond pairings in former factors, which turn out be much weaker than that of the NN-bond and NNN-bond pairings presented above. Our DQMC simulations of the system were performed at finite temperatures on a 2 × 48, a 2 × 75 and a 2 × 108 lattices with periodic boundary conditions. Fig. 6 shows the temperature dependence of the pairing susceptibilities for different pairing symmetries with electron filling n=0.2 (a) and n=0.1 (b) with U = 3t. Within the parameter range investigated, the pairing susceptibilities for various pairing symmetries increase as the temperature is lowered, and most remarkably, the p + ip pairing symmetry dominates other pairing symmetries at relatively low temperatures, consistent with the RPA results. In Fig.6 (a) , the pairing susceptibility P p+ip on a 2 × 48 and a 2 × 108 lattices are also shown, in comparison with that on the 2 × 75 lattice, from which one verifies negligible finite size effects.
The superconducting transition occurs as the pairing susceptibility diverges. However, DQMC simulations encounter the notorious minus problem in this doped system as well; consequently the lower the temperature used in DQMC, the larger the error bar is. In Fig. 7 , we have simulated the system to the lowest temperature at our best while keep a reasonable error bar. The lowest temperature for the 2 × 75 lattice is t/12 and the lowest temperature for the 2 × 12 lattice is t/15. Within our numerical results, We fit the DQMC data with a formula of P = a/(T − T c ) + b, as shown (dashed lines) in Fig. 7 and then we extrapolate to obtain the superconducting transition temperature T c . The fitting agrees with the DQMC data reasonably well. From this fitting, one may estimate a T c of about ∼ 0.01t, which is roughly ∼ 200K.
In order to extract the intrinsic pairing interaction in our finite system, one should subtract from P α its uncorrelated single-particle contribution P α , which is achieved by replacing c † Fig. 8 , the intrinsic pairing interaction P p+ip − P p+ip shows qualitatively the same temperature dependence as that of P p+ip , which is positive and increases with the lowering of temperature. Such a temperature dependence of P α − P α suggests effective attractions generated between electrons and the instability toward SC in the system at low temperatures. Moreover, Fig. 8(a) shows that the intrinsic pairing interaction for p + ip symmetry enhances with larger U , indicating the enhanced pairing strength with the enhancement of the electron correlations. As for the other two pairing symmetries shown, our DQMC results yield negative intrinsic pairing interactions, reflecting the fact that the realization of the p+ip symmetry at low temperatures will suppress other competing pairing channels.
Conclusions and discussions: We have performed RPA analysis for the honeycomb Hubbard model with weak repulsive U interactions and DQMC calculations for intermediate interactions at low electron filling where the DOS is parametrically large. Both studies shows that the triplet p + ip SC occurs as the ground state of our model system of low-filled graphene. Besides graphene, by trapping some fermionic cold atoms into an optical lattice, one may also be able to simulate the Hubbardmodel on a honeycomb lattice studied here [26] [27] [28] , which is expected to realize an exotic triplet p+ip superfluidity.
